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This talk is on joint work with Richard Hepworth. For simplicity (but not necessity), we will use Z/2-coefficients
everywhere.

String topology studies the algebraic structure on H∗(LX). Here, LX = Map(S1, X) = XS1

is the free
loopspace on X (which is often a manifold). In ’99, Chas-Sullivan showed that for M a d-manifold, H∗−d(LM) is
a BV-algebra. But in fact, this often carries more structure.

Theorem 1 (Godin ’07). H∗−d(LM) is in fact the value on S1 of a degree-d homological conformal field theory.

We will write these as HCFTs, for short. This is an important notion for us, so we’ll go into it somewhat.
Roughly speaking, an HCFT is an assignment F∗ of 1-manifolds X to graded vector spaces F∗(X) and of cobordisms
Σ : X → Y to maps H∗(BDiff(Σ))⊗ F∗(X)→ F∗+d·χ(Σ,X)(Y ) (i.e. a family of degree-shifting maps between the
values of F∗ on X and Y , parametrized by a certain homology group). This is required to be compatible with
disjoint unions and composition of cobordisms. The generator of H0(BDiff(Σ)) gives us a distinguished map
F (Σ) : F∗(X)→ F∗+d′(Y ) (where we may write d′ = d · χ(Σ, X)). For instance, the (two-to-one) pants cobordism
makes F∗(S

1) into an algebra. In the above result of Godin, F∗(X) = H∗(M
X).

Theorem 2 (Chatouv-Menichi ’07). If G is a compact Lie group, then H∗(LBG) is the value on S1 of a degree-
(dimG) HCFT, given by F∗(X) = H∗(BG

X).

Let us highlight some of the difference between the Godin result and the C-M result. The first difference is in
the types of cobordisms that are allowed. Godin allows open-closed cobordisms, i.e. the 1-manifolds are allowed to
have boundary, so that the 2-manifolds are allowed to have corners; we call the part of the boundary of a cobordism
that isn’t contained in the distinguished 1-manifolds the free boundary. On the other hand, C-M only allowed closed
cobordisms, i.e. the 1-manifolds must be closed. Next, these theories also vary in their boundary conditions. In
the Godin setup, all the components of Σ must meet ∂out ∪ ∂free. On the other hand, in the C-M setup, Σ must
meet both ∂in and ∂out. This implies certain differences about the units and counits (induced by the ∅-to-S1 disk
cobordism and its reverse, and by the ∅-to-I half-disk cobordism and its reverse). Namely, Godin’s setup has the
first and second units and the second counit, but not the first counit. C-M doesn’t have either of the first two, and
doesn’t allow the second two anyways.

Now we move on to the Hepworth-L theory. This allows open-closed cobordisms, requires that all components
of Σ must meet ∂in ∪ ∂free, and has both counits and neither unit.

Everything we’ve talked about so far has to do with surfaces and their diffeomorphisms. We’d like to generalize
this, so we’ll now give some definitions.

An h-graph X is a space that is homotopy equivalent to a finite graph (e.g. S1, I, S1∨S1, any connected surface
with nonempty boundary). An h-graph cobordism S : X → Y is a diagram of h-graphs X → S ← Y such that:

• X → S is surjective on π0;

• there exists a homotopy pushout square

F - W

Y
?

- S
?

such that F is (homotopy equivalent to) a finite set and W is an h-graph (this should be thought of as a
condition on how we’re allowed to build up S from Y );
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• the inclusion X q Y → S is a cofibration.

For example, if Σ is a surface, then we have a cobordism Σ : ∂in → ∂out whenever we decompose ∂Σ such that
∂in → Σ is π0-surjective. For S : X → Y a surface cobordism, denote by hAut(S) the set of self-homotopy-
equivalences fixing X and Y . We can now roughly say that a homological h-graph field theory (or HHGFT) F∗ of
degree d is an assignment that sends an h-graph X to a graded vector space F∗(X) and sends an h-graph cobordism
S : X → Y to a map H∗(BhAut(S)⊗ F∗(X) → F∗+d·χ(S,X)(Y ), subject to the same compatibility conditions and
whatnot as before. Clearly an HHGFT induces a HCFT. We have the following result.

Theorem 3 (Hepworth-L). The HCFT of the C-M theorem extends to a HHGFT, which is again given by F∗(X) =
H∗(BG

X).

Let us list a few of the benefits of having an HCFT extend to a HHGFT.

1. There are lots of new cobordisms, and hence there are lots of new operations in the theory. For instance, to
the S1-to-∅ disk cobordism we can attach a T-shape; this is an h-graph cobordism that is not equivalent to
an ordinary cobordism. This gives us a map F∗(S

1)→ F∗(I).

2. Some cobordisms that already existed admit new factorizations via h-graph cobordisms. For instance, the 2-
to-1 pair of pants cobordism can be factored as the composition of a wedge-of-two-cylinders cobordism (whose
boundaries are ∂in = S1 q S1 and ∂out = 8, the figure 8) and a 8-to-S1 cobordism (a/k/a the “tighty-whities
cobordism”). This can be used to prove vanishing results that didn’t admit proofs without the new framework.

3. There are new higher operations for existing cobordisms. For instance, if we let X be the rectangle with an
open disk punched out, then Diff(X) ' pt but hAut(X) = Z o Z/2.

4. This gives a relationship with the automorphism group of a free group with boundary. These are defined
in terms of nontrivial automorphisms of graphs. Define Asn,k = π0hAut(Y ), where Y has s open boundary
components and k closed boundary components (which together we denote ∂), along with a wedge of n circles
along with an interval from the basepoint to each component of ∂. If ∂ 6= ∅, then hAut(Y )

∼−→ π0hAut(Y )
(i.e. hAut(Y ) is homotopy discrete). So, we can divide ∂ into ∂in and ∂out, and then we obtain operations
parametrized by H∗(BA

s
n,k).

Incidentally, for Σ a closed cobordism such that ∂Σ→ Σ is π0-surjective, then MCG(Σ) ' Diff(Σ) ' hAut(Σ).
Thus, HHGFT’s can be useful for studying mapping class groups.

We conjecture that Godin’s HCFT extends to a HHGFT.
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